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Introduction
Inberferometer type Josephson junctions are nofed as potential elements for

Iogic and memory circuits [1r2J. Especially, two junction interferometer, i.e.
DC-SQUID, is promising for a nemory cell which memorizes the flux quantum, as
well as for a sum or a carry generator in a parallel fuII adder eircuit proposed
by Hasuo and Dazai t3l.

When we design a togic or a memory circuit mentioned above, a threshold
characteristic of the DC-SQUID plays the most importanb role. This paper
presents a design theory of the DC-SQUID.

Design of DC-SQUID

The threshold characteristic, i.e., a control current I6 dependence of a
critical current fg, is illustrabed schematicallly in Fig.1. fnferference pat-
terns (vorbex modes) are included in the envelope of the threshold characferis-
tics of the junction itself. In order to apply the DC_SQUIDs to digital cir_
cuits, following parameters (cf. Fig.1) should be controlled as expected.

1. IxD : the difference of the control current between two neighboring
vorfex modes.

the control current which gives the bottom of the vortex mode.
the contror current which gives a node of the enverope of
ihreshold characteristic.

We have analyticatly investigated geometrical parameter dependences of
these parameters by taking account of the image current of the control current.
Then, we have fabricafed tunnel junction type DC-SQUIDs with various geometries
and dimenfions in order to confirm the validity of the analytical results, which
are listed as follows.

Ino = wqh/t+ ( d,1r+ 4,p1
I,,y = wq6./2lto (d,0,rtd,l) + W*1,/W

. Ir' = aq*/ l* d,0,
where , UI4{ is giicn by:

Wrtl = ltJc ( wi bh ground pl ane ) ( 4 )
'lllrt{ = yI" (?iu +1I)/ UIs ( wi t'hout g round pl ane ) ( 5 )

other notations are as follows. 0, :the flux quantum, Io:the permeability,
Io :critical current for one junction , do ..=(da + I,.e,*Ar<, d*:oxide thick-
ness of the junction, Lu).n:Londonrs penetration depths of the base and fhe
counter electrodes), d, :=(/ne +ftrg+ )ns, drrs 3 thickness of the insulator of the
inductive bridge), h :length of the junction, / :distance begween two junc-
tions' tr:widthof thecontror1ine, ulc,ltc:widths of t,he base and the
counter electrodes.

Figure 2 and 3 show example of the fabricated SQUID characteristics. As
shown in these figures, the SQUID in Fig.2 (SQUID-A) has a symmetric structure
and t'hat in Fie.3 (sQUrD-B) has an asymmetric structure. rHD, r,y and rm can
be measured from these figures. They are 6.6, 16.0,53 mA for SQUID-A and 3.6,
12.0r 54 mA for SQUID-B, respectively. These values obtained by eqs.(1)-(3) are
6.1, 15-7, 54 mA for sQUrD-A and 3.5, j'].5, 54 mA for sQUrD-B, respectivery. rt
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can be seen that eqs.(1)― (3)correctly describes the  thresh01d  characteristics

or  DC― SQUttDs.   ReFerr■ ng these results, we have developed a numer■ cal oalcula―
tion method oF the characteristic oF DC― SQUID whose junctions are represented by
distributed  circuit  models.   An  example  oF the calculated characteristic is

shown in Fig。 4 for the SQUID― B.

pig.tal applications

ln order to apply DC― SQuIDs to the Full adder oircuit, rol10wing two cOndi_
tions  shOuld  be  satisFied.   1.  The overlap oF two neighbOring vortex modes
should not exceed two Fold.  2. Many interFerence patterns should be included in

the  envelope  OF  the threshold characteristic oF the 
」unctiOn itself.  Typ■ cal

example or the DC― SQuID characteristic For the Full adder is shown in Fig。
5。

When the DC― SQuID is used as a rlux quantum memory cell,  the constraint is
that three vortex mOdes shOuld overlap at no external ourrent.  The sQuID satis―

Fying  this  cOndition  has  been Fabricated , and its memory operation has been

successFully achieved as shown in Fig.6.
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Fig.1 Schematic characteristic
of a DC-SQUID

Fig。 4 calculated characteristic
or a DC―SQUID of Fig.3

Fig.5 Threshold characteristic
of a DC-SQUID for a full adder

Fig.2 A symmetric SQUID
characteristics. (V,H)=
(5,20 )mA/div (middle) ,(V,H)=(4, 4)mAldiv (1ow-
er, magnified)

Fig。 3 An asymmetric
SQUID character■ stics.
(V,H)=(4,20)mA/div (mi―
ddle),(V,H)=(2,2)mA/
div (lower, magniFied)

Vert: lOmA/div (upper) 8mA/dtv (middle) Smv/div (tower)

horiz: 2OOns,zdiv

Fig.6 Memory operation of a DC-SeUID. Upper
middle and lower traces show a control cur-
rent, a bias eurrent and a junction voltage
waveform, respectively.
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